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		YOUR LOCAL WINDOW CLEANING COMPANY

		Owner: Kirk Treece

		Serving: Missoula, MT, Lolo, Frenchtown, Bonner, Hamilton, Stevensville, Seeley Lake, Superior, Ronan, Polson, Florence

	

	
		
	
	We're located at:

		1500 W. Broadway Suite E, Missoula MT 59808
	
	


	
		(406) 728-5201	











 Welcome to Fish Window Cleaning Missoula MT! We are your local team of professional window cleaners serving Missoula, Lolo, Frenchtown, Bonner, Hamilton, Stevensville, Seeley Lake, Superior, Ronan, Polson, and Florence, MT.
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Call (406) 728-5201 today for a free on-site estimate!
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            Your Home

            Hiring a professional window cleaner is one of the best decisions you can make when it comes to maintaining the appearance of your home. Window cleaning is time consuming, tedious, and it can even be dangerous. Our friendly, professional team will make all of the windows in your home sparkle, regardless of how hard they are to reach. We wear clean shoe covers while inside your home and we use cloth pads underneath your windows as we clean to protect your carpet and wood floors. You'll be amazed at how much of a difference clean windows can make!

            Click here for more information about our services for your home.


	
            Your Business

            We're a business too so we understand that you always want to give your customers a great first impression but you may not always have the time to maintain the appearance of your business. That's where we come in! We can make all of your windows sparkle, polish your chandeliers, clean your ceiling fans, and much more! We offer custom cleaning schedules ranging from weekly to annually. Our team will be happy to suggest a program that would work best for you. We work with your schedule and budget; no job is too big or too small for us! We are bonded, and insured so you can rest assured that there is no risk when you hire Fish Window Cleaning!

            Click here for more information about our services for your business.	 	[image: Image of Fish Window Cleaner Cleaning Storefront Windows with Squeegee and Pole]


	
            Our Services

            	Interior and exterior window cleaning
	Screen cleaning
	Sill cleaning
	Skylight cleaning
	Chandelier cleaning
	Mirror cleaning
	Ceiling fan cleaning
	Construction clean-up


            We serve the following zip codes: 59801, 59802, 59808, 59803, 59840, 59860, 59870, 59804, 59864, 59847, 59833, 59828, 59875, 59865, 59825, 59872, 59834, 59821, 59868, 59824, 59846, 59823, 59820, 59832, 59831, 59812, 59806, 59807

             	30 seconds - Who is Fish Window Cleaning - Descriptive Transcript
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	“Will be using them for a long time.“ - Gabriel W.

“Your company Fish cleaning was recommended to me by a friend who was happy with their work on her residence. My job was a commercial warehouse job. Kirk was very easy to deal with, helpful answering my questions and provided good information. He was professional in all his dealings with me as was his team on site. I am a satisfied customer and will recommend your company to others“ - Gregory S.

“Great, thorough job! Very professional.“ - Loren M.

“They show up consistently and do a great job. They make sure not to disturb any business also. So appreciate them.“ - Gary B.

“We are very happy with our service :) Very friendly owner and staff. Our windows are always clean and we've never had a problem!!!!“ - Rachelle C.

“Kirk and his team were very professional and responsive to all of our communications and directions. The job was done as described, within the time frame and we are very satisfied with the outcome. We will highly recommend Fish Window Cleaning in the future!“ - Leslie C.

“Provided great customer service:)“ - Tanya G.

“Professional, courteous, and quick!“ - Mike E.

“We've been using Fish Window Cleaning for the past two years and have been very pleased with their reliability, level of service, working with our schedule and quality of work.“ - Shelley M.

“The windows got done quickly and looked better than they have looked in quite some time!“ - Dave E.

“The crew is professional, courteous, and very competent, at a price that can't be beat. Thank you!“ - Emily J.

“We moved into a building where the windows havenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t been cleaned in forever. After lots of scrubbing by a Fish, our business windows now sparkle, and our building presents the kind of image that is part of our brand. Thank you, FISH, for job well done!“ - Marsha K.

“My windows have never looked so good. They had not been cleaned outside for several years and were very dirty. Kirk was fast and efficient taking care on each window. I have and will refer him to friends. I am planning on having him clean my windows and gutters each spring and fall. I felt that the price was fair for the quality job that I received...“ - G R.
read more »

“Our cleaners were very respectful and did a great job. We didn't walk through at the end, because we were home during the cleaning and saw that everything was taken care of. Thanks for a good job done.“ - Mary R.

“Great window cleaning and they worked quickly. I do love clean windows! Friendly, efficient, and willing to adjust original request to add partial inside window washing.“ - Linda K.

“Very professional, courteous and realistic! When the weather was predicted to be quite cold in the morning we received a call from Kirk alerting us that a 30 minute delay would likely be a better start time to avoid frost/freezing during cleaning. He was very correct! I appreciated the alert.“ - Gail & Michael P.

“As long as Fish is in business we will use them. The windows look great, the whole experience was great. Thanks Fish.“ - Julie N.

“We use Fish Window Cleaning repeatedly and will continue to do so. The quality work and friendly staff are the reasons we keep coming back. Thank you.“ - Franklin S.

“Efficient and considerate and just did a wonderful job!“ - Robin H.

“I have used this service before and they are reliable and courteous. I highly recommend them.“ - Sandi R.

“Very professional , great job at a great price. We were so happy with the job they do that we have Fish do our windows twice a year.“ - Jolene S.

“They were very professional, and did an excellent job. They were neat, cleaned up after themselves. I would definitely recommend them highly.“ - Linda A.

“Great job as usual“ - Elizabeth K.

“Fish Window Cleaning cleaned the windows on new construction which was a bit different from your home windows. They cleaned all the windows and did a fantastic job for my clients. I always use their services and recommend them to my friends and clients.“ - Rita G.

“Always courteous. Always efficient. and, for me, really helpful that Kirk will reach out and let me know when it is time to clean something. And, yes, I have recommended FISH to friends.“ - Cynthia W.

“We received excellent service. A+++++“ - Shari L.

“I will definitely spread the word that they were fantastic. I will be calling again next year to schedule an appointment“ - Debra F.

“I am completely satisfied with the service and will call for your service again. Thank you“ - Sally S.

“Very happy with the job that was done.“ - Leanna W.

“We have a 20 unit townhome complex of 2 story homes. It is very difficult to reach the top gutters. FISH did an excellent job under difficult circumstances.“ - Susie M.

“Kirk and his team were excellent. Our windows sparkle and our view today is amazingly clear. We signed up for regular cleaning. Thank you.“ - Dale H.

“Excellent work, efficient, and affordable!“ - Emily H.

“Our company has been using FISH for just under a year. Provides excellent customer service, prompt every month and looks awesome when he is done!!“ - Tanya G.

“Work is done superbly, no interference with our work schedule, price is more than reasonable, thank you!“ - Emilie J.

“Kirk's team is always professional, does amazing work, and I look forward to having them wrap-up our projects!“ - Franklin S.

“Windows look fantastic!!!“ - Tracy M.

“They do an excellent job.“ - Joe M.

“FISH window cleaners were fast and efficient. We are happy with our our windows! Great job!“ - Twila C.

“Fantastic customer service and my windows look amazing!!! I will definitely be using this service again in the future and will highly recommend to others!“ - Lisa B.

“We are so pleased with the quality of the work that was done. Highly recommend Fish Window Cleaning.“ - Paula C.

“Very polite and efficient team! Day and night difference in our windows. We are very pleased!“ - Cassie R.

“They were very professional and prompt and did an excellent job. Thank you!“ - Carla C.

“Quick job and efficient.“ - John W.

“Friendly folks that get the job done efficiently. I have used FISH on several commercial and residential properties. True professionals that take pride in their work.“ - Marc S.

“Thank you for being available and helpful. I like when contractors are on time and complete the job and you did both.“ - Kathy G.

“Our windows are so clean it looks like there's no glass in there at all! We couldn't be happier.“ - Kathryn W.

“The local Fish Window Cleaning team is our go-to for window cleaning. We appreciate their thoroughness and professional manner.“ - Frank S.

“The FISH crew warned me that they would arrive a bit early for our appointment. I was on my way to lunch so I left the house open and went on my way. I have had a working acquaintance with the company for a few years, so knowing their professionalism felt comfortable leaving them on their own. They came, they cleaned, they left...“ - Kathy K.
read more »

“Kirk is always professional and prompt and delivers great results! We highly recommend Fish Window Cleaning!!“ - Alyssa M.

“Fish Window Cleaning was great. I recently moved to the area, so this was my first experience with FISH. My windows are sparkling! I will certainly use again and am happy to recommend to others.“ - Anne M.

“Love this service. They show up as scheduled. Do what needs to be done, and leave things as they should be. I wouldn't even know they'd been here if my windows didn't sparkle.“ - Theresa C.

“Good job.“ - Russ K.

“I've used their service a couple times and trust me no product you see on TV or in the store will give you something that will make you look at your windows for a year and just thinking of these guys and how clear your windows are.“ - Gabriel W.

“So lovely to see clearly!!! Lovely job and great people. I heard about you on"next door digest" a community social media platform when someone else was looking for window cleaning. Not one or two positive recommendations, but many. Now I'll chime in when asked!“ - Jan H.

“I have only used Fish Window Cleaning once but so far I have been very happy with the whole process.“ - Todd T.

“Prompt, professional, quality service, as usual! Thank you!“ - Jon B.

“They did an excellent job and are very thorough. I would highly recommend them.“ - Janet R.

“The staff was polite and courteous. My windows look great and I would and have recommended FISH to my friends.“ - Gay R.

“Happy customer here!“ - Whitney H.

“We've had our windows cleaned for years, and they are 18 feet tall and not easy. FISH did an exceptional job, very very professional with Covid precautions, and very reasonable in price. I am so happy to have learned about them, so would recommend them to anyone.“ - Katie V.

“They were professional and courteous and efficient. I would use them again!“ - Robert D.

“Always a great and thorough job.“ - Patrisha C.

“Excellent job.“ - Cecil F.

“I trust Kirk to get the job done. It's always a pleasure.“ - Carroll Anne S.

“They are very responsive if we ever have issues. Very courteous and professional!“ - Mike R.

“A super job. Windows and screens are sparkling.“ - Dee B.

“I am soooo happy with my windows. Excellent service. I have already told everyone I know about what a fantastic job he did.“ - Karyn M.

“Fish Window Cleaning is friendly, professional, efficient, affordable and does an amazing job! Would highly recommend them for your window cleaning needs!“ - Stephanie C.

“The cleaners did an excellent job on our outside windows & screens & I have already recommended FISH to my mother in law & will to others as well.“ - Pat P.

“Kirk is the man. Good job.“ - Russ K.

“Very clean! I'm very happy with the result.“ - Shaun M.

“They did a great job and I couldn't be happier.“ - Vicky W.

“We have used Fish Window Cleaning for several years and continue to be impressed with the good job they do. Kirk is super responsive to feedback and works hard to satisfy his customers.“ - Cate C.

“I have used FISH for years. They do a great job. I highly recommend them.“ - Jolene S.

“Always shows up and does a great job.“ - Linda A.

“Very through - inside & out...big house, lots of windows - in and out in under 4 hrs.....more light in the house than in the past year....highly recommend....I put them on callback for twice a year cleaning.“ - Steve D.

“Excellent customer service. Always on-time & professional.“ - Tanya G.

“Always courteous and professional. Prompt in updating any scheduled service changes due to weather. A pleasure to do business with.“ - Jo P.

“Excellent and professional services! Thank you.“ - Aprille J.

“Kirk always does a great job!!“ - Sharon L.

“Kirk was very professional and did excellent work.“ - Alan L.

“Highly recommend! Great price, on time, very good communication.“ - Rebecca J.

“I will tell you that Kirk was top notch. He came out and gave an estimate well after dark as it was a long day and then perform the work while I was out of town. Not only was the work done but he also had the opportunity to interact with my father-in-law who is curmudgeonly at best. I would not hesitate to use him again in the future or recommend him to my close family and friends. Rockstar.“ - Matthew A.

“I've already recommended you to a friend and would be happy to be a reference. You guys were very responsive and reasonably priced. I've signed up for quarterly service. Well worth it!“ - Karen H.

“Very prompt and did a great job. Thank you.“ - Jana J.

“This is the second time we have used Fish Window cleaning and would greatly recommend you to others.“ - Julie N.

“A professional and courteous job, well done from start to finish. Response time was excellent to my initial inquiries. I was supplied an estimate straight away. I highly recommend Fish Window Cleaning and have already done so with friends.“ - Deborah T.

“When our cleaner arrived there was still some previous wording on the window that would not come off with cleaning solution, he came back after his day of work and cleaned it off for us. Very professional and great service.“ - Dawna K.

“Fish Window Cleaning graciously accommodated our needs and set up a schedule that worked around the needs of our business. The project was spread out over several weeks. Several members of our staff had high praise for the great job Fish Window Cleaning did.“ - Jason P.

“Very accommodating, friendly and informative.“ - Julene S.

“Great young men who came to our home to clean the windows; very polite and respectful to our property (inside and out). Did a great job for us!“ - Jami W.

“Very pleased and courteous. I would recommend Fish Window Cleaning for anyone in the future.“ - Gary F.

“Really great job on my windows. In some cases, there were very stubborn hard water/mineral build up that they managed to remove. Very flexible for scheduling, too, which I appreciated.“ - Lisa R.

“The window cleaning crew was timely, efficient, thorough and very professional. Great job.“ - Dave S.

“Fish Window Cleaning is top notch; professional and courteous. You can't ask for better!“ - Thurston E.

“Thanks for a great job on windows that hadn't been cleaned in a long time; hopefully we'll be calling you in the fall!“ - Char M.

“We have used this service for several years. The work is excellent and the work ethic impressive.“ - Kent N.

“Excellent service. The best window cleaning we've had.“ - Roger M.

“When I made the appointment I requested all of the outside windows and only a few of the inside windows be cleaned because of the difficulty getting to them do to furniture and screens on the windows. When Kirk arrived he did a walk through and said that there would be no problem. He cleaned all of my inside windows removing and replacing all of the screens and even did the ones that were more...“ - Gay R.
read more »

“Fantastic job! Very professional!“ - Gina E.

“A-1 all the way around.“ - Paula C.

“Fast, efficient and friendly. They did a great job.“ - Shannon R.

“We had a wonderful experience. Our windows were done quicker than expected and they turned out beautiful. Thank you!“ - Val R.

“Fish Window Cleaning is reliable and thorough and reasonably priced. They are our choice for window cleaning in Missoula.“ - Elizabeth C.

“Wonderful job. Tops! Exceedingly professional, courteous, and high quality. They couldn't have done a better job.“ - Kim M.

“The FISH team was excellent. Very friendly & conscientious. I won't hesitate to use them again.“ - Colleen P.

“You guys are the best!!!! My windows aren't just clean, they sparkle!!!! I have been using your service for years and yet you still manage to exceed my expectations!“ - Mary H.

“The cleaner was very friendly and did great work.“ - Janelle G.

“Kirk and his team were very professional and the communication was excellent! I especially liked that he checked back in after the job was completed, to ask if they had completed the job to our satisfaction.“ - Leslie C.

“Brandon was very friendly and did a fantastic job.“ - Danielle B.

“Good job.“ - Ann C.

“Happy to see the world again.“ - Cathie S.

“Awesome company!“ - Sherry P.

“The guy who cleaned our windows was professional, thorough and kind.“ - Jenna H.

“Good experience. Would recommend.“ - Steve L.

“Everything looked fantastic!!“ - Barbara C.

“Excellent quick work!“ - Genny L.

“I already referred 2 friends. We were very happy with last year's service.“ - Marie H.

“The team of three cleaners did an excellent job - we were very pleased. They worked quickly and efficiently.“ - Steve F.

“Great company to work with. Efficient, reasonably priced, handled difficult windows with ease, went beyond expectations.“ - Susie M.

“The guys did a great job.  My windows look great and thank you for the can of glass cleaner.“ - Sandra H.

“Both Lauren and Declan were respectful, hard workers and were very careful as they worked.“ - Marsha K.

“The FISH Team did a brilliant job cleaning our windows and screens, inside and out. They were fast, friendly and the final result was clean and clear. I highly recommend their services.“ - Connie M.

“Fish Window Cleaning did an excellent very efficient job. Very respectful of pet, home, and fit into our time schedule. Use them at my office as well with always providing high quality! Highly recommend.“ - Sami S.

“Always very accommodating and do wonderful work.“ - Kathy A.

“Had Kirk clean the gutters at one of my rentals. He was very quick, respectful & courteous. I would hire him again any time & would definitely recommend his services.“ - Donna H.

“Your team did a great job. We are happy with our clean windows.“ - Dave S.

“I was really amazed at how clean my windows are, even the hard water was removed off of the basement windows. The employees were great and careful with the furniture.“ - Gloria R.

“I love looking out my clean windows. Clean windows make me smile!“ - Rita G.

“Very nice young men. They worked quickly and efficiently.“ - Nancy B.

“I highly recommend FISH. I have had them do my windows three times and I will continue to use their services!! Great folks to work with and they do a great job!“ - June K.

“Nikki did a fine job washing my windows, friendly, courteous and capable.“ - Linda K.

“The workers showed up on time - were very professional and very nice. I had errands to run so we agreed they would do the work and leave the invoice on the kitchen counter. I returned home to spotlessly clean windows - sparkling inside and out!“ - Anne M.

“They came when expected, called ahead, went right to work, cleaned up after themselves and were done before we knew it. So much nicer than doing our own windows. This is the 3rd year we've used FISH. (They do a nice job on the insides, too.)“ - Kim B.

“Fish Window Cleaning is "perfect in every way". Thank you so much!“ - Heidi Z.

“This is a great company and they do a super job on cleaning our gutters. They have also helped with gutter repairs.“ - Shari L.

“Cleaner arrived at the appointed time, got the job done in a timely manner and work was very good.“ - Kent N.

“Our helper, Kirk, is very nice and polite. Gets the job done quickly and doesn't charge nearly enough for the service.“ - Irena H.

“You all are so consistent. That is so much appreciated.“ - Gary B.

“Perfect. :)“ - Salon Services

“Have had FISH clean my windows at home and at my business for years. I can attest to their responsiveness, care, and good work.“ - Marsha K.

“I was really pleased with the exchanges I had prior to the cleaning. The results were quite good and the work was done efficiently. We thought the price was a good value, especially compared to the local competition. I will definitely use FISH again.“ - Margaret M.

“I had my gutters cleaned and windows washed. The two young workers were pleasant, focused on their tasks, and efficient. I was impressed and very pleased with the job they did. I highly recommend Missoula's Fish Window Cleaning.“ - Deborah T.

“I have been using FISH for a few years; I would not use anyone else!“ - Claudia H.

“I have used this service for a few years now and will continue to do so.“ - Gail P.

“Kirk was great! Very polite and helpful and did a great job. Definitely will hire again and recommend.“ - MPG Ranch

“They do a great job! Very polite and professional!“ - Yvonne L.

“Great. On time, quick, and efficient.“ - George O.

“Arrived right on time, was totally professional, clearly knew what he was doing, super nice guy. Plan on using Fish Window Cleaning again!“ - Stewart W.

“Kirk came out and did a free estimate ahead of time, so I knew what I was paying.“ - Shelley G.

“Very professional, look forward to the next semi-annual cleaning.“ - George O.

“Did a nice thorough job.“ - Karen A.

“So worth it to have our windows washed professionally! Thank you.“ - Janelle G.

“Nice job done! I would use you again!“ - Linda Y.

“Beautiful cleaning job! The windows have no streaking or haze! Done in a very timely manner! Thank you!“ - Christine M.

“I have used Kirk for cleaning my gutters, windows, and screens for several years now. He is hardworking and reliable, and his work is high quality and reasonably priced. I highly recommend him!“ - Jean F.

“Your quality never fails.“ - Gabriel W.

“They both worked hard and did a great job.“ - Fred A.

“I was very pleased and will use them again.“ - Deborah G.

“Great people to work with!“ - Barb C.

“The cleaning team was excellent and the finished job as great. Windows cleaner than new. Highly recommend FISH.“ - Mitchell W.

“Super courteous and hard workers who seemed happy to be working for your company. Windows were lovely and sparkly clean. I also appreciate that you were able to call me back in spite of how busy and crazy things are. Thanks for your time. Will be using you again.“ - Sue B.

“Always great people and service!!!“ - Joe H.

“Fish Window Cleaning always does an excellent job. We couldn't be happier with their service and professionalism. We use them for all our window cleaning, at our personal home and the houses we build to sell. Kirk responds quickly to texts or phone calls. He is always courteous and works with our schedule.“ - Julee G.

“They arrived on time and were fast and thorough - and we're enjoying our new, much-improved view!“ - Gwen F.

“Great job on windows. Thank you!“ - Sandy L.

“A very good job.“ - John D.

“Great folks to work with: very accommodating and easy to work with for scheduling! I have used them 3 times, and I would definitely recommend them to anyone!“ - June K.

“GREAT PRICE. GREAT SERVICE. VERY PROFESSIONAL.“ - Jolene S.

“Great service from the written estimate, to the wonderful, efficient, & kind woman who booked my window cleaning appointment, and to the actual window washing job. Very satisfied.“ - Linda P.

“This feedback is on the two gentlemen who came to clean off my roof and clean the pine needles from my gutters. They were professional, competent, efficient, did a great job, and totally cleaned up after themselves at the end. They cleaned my gutters last spring, and I look forward to them cleaning our gutters again next spring.“ - Marsha K.

“Our windows look amazing! Thank you FISH Team.“ - Tara L.

“I love your services and your prices are so reasonable!“ - Karen H.

“Kirk was on vacation when I called, but Kathy in the office assisted me. As soon as Kirk returned, he immediately cleaned our windows in time for an event that same night. They exceeded my expectations with their friendly promptness to help us out. Thank you!“ - Anna M.

“Kirk, the boss man, is reliable, trustworthy, and does an outstanding job at a reasonable price. I highly recommend him.“ - Susan M.

“My client's new home had windows that needed cleaning. Fish Window Cleaning went above and beyond to get to this job within 3 days. Thank you, Kirk and staff, for a job well done.“ - Rita G.

“We are very happy with Fish Window Cleaning. The guys that cleaned our windows did an excellent job with a happy attitude. I highly recommend them.“ - Lisa E.

“You guys always do a great job!“ - Anna T.

“Kirk has been cleaning our gutters for several years. He's the best!!!“ - Shari L.

“Always punctual, & the price is reasonable.“ - Pat P.

“The worker was very polite. We discussed what was needed, and he proceeded to do the work. My windows were clean. This is what I have experienced each time you have cleaned my windows.“ - Kent N.

“We have used Fish Window Cleaning services in the past and will continue to in the future. Always happy with the job well done.“ - Paula C.

“Very courteous! Professional! I was very pleased and would highly recommend!!!“ - Kay M.

“The cleaners were great.“ - Julie F.

“On time, great employees.“ - George O.

“The staff at Fish Window Cleaning was very friendly, helpful, professional, and did a great job. They came to our home and gave us a free estimate. I had a window with some serious hard water spots and they even made sure, before finishing their initial estimate visit, that they would be able to help. I truly appreciated their concern for making sure they would do a great job for us before taking...“ - Lori P.
read more »

“Cole was efficient and very professional. So appreciative of his attention to detail. Thank you Fish Window Cleaning!!!!“ - Janel W.

“Tony and Isaiah were fabulous: efficient, courteous, and respectful. If they represent FISH's standards, I highly recommend FISH to anyone.“ - Kim M.

“There were two men cleaning my windows and gutters. Both were very friendly but totally professional. They even fixed a disconnected gutter while they were cleaning the gutters, and the windows are spotless. I've used FISH for years and will continue to do so.“ - Theresa C.

“I have used FISH for years because they are reliable, do good work, and work efficiently! They clean both our house windows and our business windows. I am happy to recommend them!“ - Marsha K.

“Kirk and Luke communicated well, arrived when expected, and got right to work. Both were professional and pleasant. I have recommended them to friends. I was absolutely delighted to have sparkling windows and clean gutters.“ - Deb T.

“Great service - thank you!“ - Lillian P.

“Sets the standard. Professional. Courteous. Knowledgeable. Trustworthy.“ - Stewart W.

“Eric was especially wonderful when cleaning my windows: kind, professional, and enjoyable! And, you are always so quick doing your work and keeping in touch with appointments. I have used you, FISH, for a long time and will continue to do so. The customer service is outstanding.“ - Karen H.

“Very courteous & professional.“ - Steve L.

“I appreciated that the cleaner came on time, was thorough, and made a last check to see that all was back in place. Truly professional!“ - Karen A.

“I will call again next year!“ - Cassie

“Already sent your contact info to a neighbor!!“ - Stacey M.

“Appreciate their patience dealing with my remodeling work.“ - Pearl P.

“This is the 2nd time I've used FISH, and I was very satisfied with their work.“ - Deborah G.

“Every year like clockwork FISH shows up and does an amazing job. They treat us like family and always guarantee their work.“ - Gabriel W.

“Fish Window Cleaning got our windows and screens sparkling clean. It is amazing how much more clearly we can see out now! The cleaners were meticulous: Issa made sure they got to every window and went back through checking windows and screens after cleaning. We'll be using this great company again in the future.“ - Michael B.

“Very nice cleaners.“ - Taryn C.

“Hard workers, these guys. They worked quickly and efficiently and finished in about half the time I thought it would take. My house is much brighter now.“ - Marcia S.

“After a bad experience with another window cleaner, I had not had my windows cleaned for about 5 years. FISH gave me a quote at the right price and came in and made quick work of things. My house feels so much brighter.“ - Sara P.

“The young men did a great job. Their work was excellent!!“ - Char Z.

“Friendly, thorough, & professional workers.“ - Lan M.

“We are very happy with your service. Thanks.“ - Stephen S.

“I think Kirk is terrific, and I would highly recommend.“ - Linda G.

“On time, friendly service.“ - Kim B.

“Eric cleaned my windows and did a superb job. Very friendly, conscientious, professional, and obviously takes great pride in his work. Very pleased with the service and will definitely recommend and have out again next year.“ - J.E.

“Eric was terrific. He was very quick and very professional. We will be calling you again in the future.“ - Debra G.

“The team was terrific, and my windows are beautifully clean. Many thanks.“ - Maureen S.

“Efficient and excellent work!“ - Heather R.

“Great job. They went right to work and were very polite.“ - Janet R.

“Always personable and professional. The quality of the clean is always excellent.“ - Shelley H.

“Kirk is an absolute pro!! Exceptional service and quality of work!“ - Annelise H.
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	Customer Pledge of Satisfaction

	We pledge to provide the highest value in window cleaning service. We will deliver superior service to every customer, every time.

We know the level of service we provide enhances the quality image of our customers. Clean windows can make a huge difference in the atmosphere of your home, and it can be an essential element in the appearance of your business. Whether at work or at home, you can rest assured that your windows will be cleaned by an insured and bonded professional window cleaner.

We can also clean your gutters, mirrors, ceiling fans, and more. When you choose FISH, you won’t have to deal with the headache of those hard to reach spots or 3rd story windows. You will also have the benefit of custom scheduling plans, and we accept all major credit cards. Let the nation’s leader in window cleaning brighten your world today!
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	Request a FREE Estimate
	
	Testimonials
	 “Will be using them for a long time.”
   - Gabriel W.

	 	 “Your company Fish cleaning was recommended to me by a friend who was happy with their work on her residence. My job was a commercial warehouse job...”
   - Gregory S.

	 	
	read more »

	
	
	

	Employment Opportunities

	The window of opportunity is open! Learn a valuable and fun skill while gaining a further understanding of how a local business operates to help advance your career. Fish Window Cleaning franchise locations are looking for new team members who have a sincere desire to make the world a little brighter.  
Apply Now
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